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I. INrnOoUcTIoN

The ability to perceive moving object is an important visual
modality. An optical flow, which represents a local velocity field
caused by the moving objects, has been studied in the research
field of computer vision[l]. The optical flow chip has been tried
to be realized by J. Kramer et al[2]. We have tried to simplify
the fundamental analog integrated circuit for motion detection
combining biological systems with a simplified algorithmof the
optical flow. In this paper, we show experimental results of a
fabricated chip which contains unit circuits for the motion de-
tection. Results of SPICE simulations, based on those results
and the simplified algorithm, showed that the proposed circuit
can detect the direction and speed of motion.

II. A STupIrreD ALGoRITHM ron MorIoN DerecTIoN
AND CORRELATION MONEI

A local velocity u(= (u, a) - (i,y)) in the two dimensional
plane (r,y) can be obtained by minimizing the spatial integra-
tion of the followingequation[l]

, t-- dfrzE(r,v)= (o/ "* 6) + \(u2"+ "?+al + a3), (l)

where f , t, \, ur,, and uc,y represent the intensity at a posi-
tion (c, y), the time, the regulariz'ation parameter and the spatial
derivations of the local velocities (r,r), respectively.

For the one dimensional motion, the local velocity u can be
represented by

-A
ui-r * u;q1-2u; * fr,;ft,; = 0, (2)

where f, - 0f /0x, ft = 0f l0t andhthespatialconstant,f the
positions in r directions, as long as D,/hz > f3.The second
term f , fs in eq. (2) has a large positive or negative value around
the edge of the moving object. The sign of the term depends on
the direction of motion. The first term in eq. (2) means a spatial
smoothing.

The correlation model of motion detection[.3] for the one di-
mensional space is shown in Fig. 1. Each cell has an unde-
layed output and two delayed outputs with a time constant r
being connected with the neighboring cells. The connection to
the right-hand side is excitatory and to the left-hand side is in-
hibitory. The value of output .[su6 r€pr€sents the correlation be-
tween the undelayed output and the delayed output. Since the
output cell receives inhibitory and excitatory synaptic cennec-
tions from the neighboring cells, the sign of the output .Io,r1 is
changed when the direction of motion is changed.

III. AunLoG CIRcUITS FoR MOrIou DergCrION

Figure 2 represents a velocity sensoring circuit (VSC) which
corresponds to the fth cell. A capacitance C connected in par-

allel with a transistot Mt,; produces the delayed voltage Doug,;.

The delayed voltages Dout,i-1 and De'1,;+r from the neighbor-
ing circuits are received as Vn+,i and I4"-,i, respectively. They
divide the source current 16,; which is produced by the input
current /in,i. The output.Iout,i is obtained as the difference of
divided currents /ir,+,; - 4n-',d.

The one dimensional network is constructed by connecting
VSCs, as shown in Fig. 3. The nodes of outputs are connected
with a pass transistor. A following equation is obtained around
the rth node.,

-G (V-t * %*t - 2U) * Iout,d = 0, (3)

where % is the potential at the ith node and G the conductance
of the pass transistor. Equation (3) has the same formula as eq.
(2) of the optical flow. Thus, the potential at the ith node %
represents the local velocity at the position f.

IV. Rnsurrs

The proposed circuit was fabricated with l0pm CMOS pro-
cess in Toyohashi University of Technology. The chip photo-
graph is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 represents transient responses of the VSC for C =
(50, 150,550 and 1050)pF when a pulse input current was ap-
plied. The current is given to the VSC using a nMOS transistor
by applying a pulse voltage I4r, to its gate terminal. The pulse
frequency, duty ratio and peak-to-peak voltage were set at lkHz,
5OVo and 0-3V respectively. The figure indicates that a large
(small) C produced a large (small) time interval r between I/6
and the delayed voltage Dout.

Outputcurrents of the VSC for the differential voltageVn*-
%,,- and V6 - (L.5,2.0,2.5, 3.0 and 3.5)V are shown in Fig. 6.
The circuit showed a linear response in the range of differential
voltages of l%"+ - Vn-l < 0.5V.

In order to confirm that the proposed circuit can produce the
optical flow, we conducted the following SPICE simulation.

The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 7 for aprimitive
network with ^[ - 100pm, d = 20p,m and C - 50pF. The out-
put current lout,r was approximately proportional to the speed

of light spot in the range between * and - maximum values
ss. The sign of the output current was changed when the direc-
tion of motion was changed. The absolute value of ss means the
highest speed measurable. It is increased when C is reduced and
d is increased.
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V. CoNCLUSIoN

A velocity sensoring circuit for motion detection was pro-
posed and fabricated. Experimental results showed that the cir-
cuit could operate as expected. Results of the SPICE simulation
indicated that the direction and speed of motion can be detected
with the proposed network.
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Fig. 4. The chip photograph of the VSC
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Fig. 5. Transient responses of the VSC for C = (50,150,550 and 1050)pF.
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Fig. 6. Output currents of the VSC for Vn+ - %rr- and Vo =
( 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5)V.
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Fig. 1. The conelation model.
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Fig. 2. Velocity sensoring circuit(VSC).
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Fig. 3. One dimensional VSC network.
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Fig, 7. SPICE simulation results for the one dimensional VSC network.


